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Epstein's Boss Ghislaine Maxwell Asks Court to Keep
Files Sealed
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-
18/epstein-s-socialite-pal-maxwell-asks-court-to-keep-
files-sealed

Ghislaine Maxwell, accused multiple times of participating in Epstein’s sexual abuse

of underage girls as well as procuring children for trafficking told a federal appeals

court that the media’s “furious feeding frenzy” is why she wants her secrets under seal
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Ghislaine Maxwell is the daughter of now-deceased MOGILEVICH business partner

and rumored spy, Robert Maxwell.

Ghislaine Maxwell asked for a rehearing by a full panel of the appeals court in

Manhattan of her request to keep the damning filings, which run about 2,000 pages,

from the 2015 case sealed.

The dispute stems from a lawsuit against Maxwell by Virginia (Roberts) Giuffre,

whom she recruited as an almost 16 yr old from Trump’s Mar-a-lago so she & Epstein

could train the teen as a sex slave.

Epstein and Maxwell sexually abused Virginia for two years starting in 2000, when

she was 16 years old, lending her out to powerful business execs, politicians and

royalty. Giuffre sued Maxwell in 2015 after the sex trafficking Kompromat Madam

publicly called her a liar.

A 3-member appeals panel ordered a federal judge to publish the docs. The ruling

was handed down 3 days before Epstein’s arrest. 
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The filings could shed light on Giuffre’s claims that prominent politicians & business

execs joined in Epstein’s sexual abuse of young girls for yrs.

Maxwell the Kompromat Madam said, 

“The media have shown an insatiable appetite for any shred of

information/speculation to publish and broadcast since Mr. Epstein’s arrest,” 

 

Gee Ghislaine, NOW WHY TF do ya think THAT is? I mean doesn’t everyone buy

little girls from overseas?�

Maxwell said. “They have published articles speculating Ms. Maxwell may be the

subject of the ongoing criminal investigation of Mr. Epstein.” 

 

Oh my heavens, where would they get THAT idea?
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